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CONFIDENTIAL

ARMY CONCEPT TEAM IN VIETNAM
APO 143, San Francisco, California

ACTIV-(W 17 November 1963

SUBJECT: Interim Test Report Number 8 - Mechanized Rifle
Troop (1-30 September 1963) (U)

TO: See Annex C

1. References

a. DA letter, AGAM-P(M) 381 (31 Oct 62) DCSOPS, subject: "Army Troop
Test Program in Vietnam (U)," 6 November 1962, as ammended.

b. ACTIV letter (to CGUSACDC), subject: "Plan of Test, Mechanized
Rifle Troop (MI13)," 28 November 1962.

c. ACTIV letter (to CINCPAC through COCUSMACV), subject: "Summary of
Test Plan for Mechanized Rifle Troop (M113)," 3 December 1962.

d. CINCPAC message, subject: "Proposal for US Army Test in Vietnam,"
OTG 2202216Z (January 1963).

e. Monthly Test Reports Numbers 1-7, Mechanized Rifle Troop (MI13) (U),
Army Concept Team In Vietnam.

2. Transmitted herewith is the eighth interim report of the ACTIV test of
the Mechanized Rifle Troop (M113) in counterinsurgency operations in Vietnam.

3. Commencing with the preceding report, and until the final report is
published, M113 test reports are called "interim", rather than 'monthly" reports.
They may or may not be issued on a monthly oasis, depending upon operational
developments.

menl THOMAS 0.* BIAJENEY
.as -Colonel, Armor

Chief
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I (c)
SUMMARY

I
Mechanized rifle troops in three of the four ARVN Corps continued to per-

d form route and area security missions, as reported for the preceding period.
Increased activity in mechanized operations was noted only in the area of IV
Corps in which two actions of significance were observed. Narrative reports
of these are contained in Sections II and III of this report.

A IIn addition to the narratives of M113 operations, this report contains a
discussion of developments in canal crossing techniaues "(F'7' 0 photo-
graphic record of the use of an A-frame-'1push bar'•to assist in canal crossing
fevctr1'4, and a description of terrain in Vietnam.**,me*-% ,

A description of test units, discussion of test objectives, and oper-
ational plan of test are contained in previous test reports.

The test is considered to be 78 percent complete.

Increased insurgent attention to possible means of defeating armor is
reflected inan apparent build-up of antitank weapons in the Delta area. In-
creased numbers of 57m recoilless rifles have been noted as well as armor
piircing caliber .30 ammunition and a larger number of automatic weapons. No
hull penetrations by caliber .30 AP ammunition has been noted to date; how-
ever, partial penetrations of 1 3/4-inches have been recorded. Insurgent
tactics of sweeping the top of the M1138 with automatic weapons fire reflect
recognition of the firepower of the 14313 and efforts toward suppression.

Another indication of the insurgent effort to achieve equality in en-
gagements with armor is a recently introduced armor-defeating hand grenade
(see Annex B).

I - Sumary
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S• Xi:n (C) .

OPERATION.... GO CONG
OPERATION IN THE VICII1TY OF GO CONG (IV CORPS) - 9 September 1963

A. (U) INTROIUCTION

The account of this operation was derived from interviews 'with men who

participated in it rather than from personal observation of the action by
ACTIV evaluators. Although this is a departure fror. the practice of re'
porting only information obtained by personal observation, this action is
Considered of such significance, both in terms of error and effectivenesei
that it merits inclusion in this interim report.

B. (C) NARRATIVE

The 4th Mechanised Troop, 2d Armored C.valry Squadron was alerted to
move at 0530, 9 Sep 1963. A Civil Guard company had made contact with a
larre force of VC in the vicinity of GO COUiG, and 4th Troop, 2d Squadron
was ,iven a reinforcing mission. The troop ueparted !+Y THC at 0700 and
arrived at the CHO GAO ferry at 0720. Here a Civil Guard company -was at-
tached. By 0755, the troop, plus attachments, had crossed on the ferry.
The troop pro~ded east toward 00 CCNG.

Four km east of CHO GOA thc troop •:ncountered a i.jrre dirt road block.
Twelve road blocks were encountered in the next 4 km. The ,l13s were able
to run over all of these, but the speecdof the column was considerably re-
duced.

At 0930, the troop halted at a locution 9 km west of GC C( fiG while. the
troop comander proceeded to GO CONG to conta,.ct the 12th Regiment headquart-
ers. Although it was only 4 km from where the Civil Cuard company was In
contact, this headquarters was not abreast of the situation and vrs also
unaarf: that the mechanize: troop had b!ien sent to reinforce the unit in
contact.

Tly 1000, an operation was devised and an oraer is:u¢c to the troop com-
mander by the 12th Regiment. At 1030, 4th Troop, 2d Squadron moved into GO
CCNG, and by 1045 it vrs taoving to the northeast to contact.

2 11 - GO CONG
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At 1110 an estimated platoon of VC was sighted. These men were running
in a rice paddy and the troop left the road in pursuit. 1.1hile the troop was
on the road, one mine was detonated near the lead V3l.3 and another under it.
The lead 1l13 also was hit by a 57mm RR round on the lower right corner of
the engine compartment door. The platoon leader reported that the carrier
was still operational, but as it moved off the road the vehicle caught fire
and the crew was forced to evacuate. All of these men were burnod, but none
were killed. The carrier later exploded. The cause of the fire was deter-
mined to be a mine fragment penetration of the gas tank.

The second carrier was hit in the left side by a 57mm HZkT round. (See
Figures 13 and 14.) This round penetrated the carrier and killed one man.

The troop deployed into a horseshoe formation, receiving fire from the
right and left flanks and from the front. The fire was from sm-0.1 arms, auto-
matic weapons and 973M RRe. The Civil Guard companies deployed to the tree-
line of the left .Lanks, supported by fire from the M313 troop. Five more hits
were received from 57am RRs.

At this time the troop redeployed and oriented itself on the left front
(NE) side of the objective.. The troop comamander located the 57mm emplacement
in this area and brought maximum fire to bear on it,. routing the VC located
there. The troop then assaulted to the front of the objective, moving onto
and through the positions. The Civil Guard and dismounted rifleman cleared
the overrun positions.

An L-19 spotter plane observed VC .rnig east at XS V84 493 (see Figure
1). The troop took these VC under fire and an air strike was called. The
troop fire pinned the VC down and prevented them from either running or firing
at the aircraft. After the strike, the troop assaulted, catching the VC in
the open field.

At the time of the assault, the main body of VC was moving toward the
east. The troop did not pursue them, but stayed in the area of the assault,
searching for weapons and bodies. The L-19 called air strikes on the esti-
mated 200 VC fleeing the area.

Although the rear elements of the VC column were in sight and the ter-
rain was iceal for MI13e, the troop comunder was ordered to hold this position.
At 1515 he was told that an infantry battalion was being moved in and that it
was proceeding east from a position 3 km south of the troop' s location.

The troop remained at this location an(' at 1700 was resupplied with am-
munition. It was then ordered to attack to the east to seize 3 objectives.

The first objective was cleared by 1815, and the troop aeployed into an
open field. At this time the L-19 reportec one compa4y of VC moving to the

II - GO CVNG 3
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SE carrying litters. Another 50 VC could be observed running 2 km to the south.
At 1845, while the VC were still in sight, the order was given to withdraw to
the vicinity of the destroyed M113 and secure the area. This order was complied
with.

The following morning the troop secured the same area while the press and
VIPs inspected it. It was later determined that the main body of VC spent the
night only 4 km from this location (XS 915 488) and were still vulnerable to
aggressive action.

The troop remained in the same area all day and then departed for MY THO,
arriving at 1830.

C. (C) OBSERVATIONS

1. Valuable time was lost in the initial employment of 4th Troop, 2d
Squadron because the 12th Regiment was unaware that the troop was to be employ-
ed.

2. In a situation of this type either the ground commander should be able
to use his initiative or the C? should be in a position to observe the action.
On two different occasions the troop could have had a major success. The VC
were caught in the open rice paddies with no place to hide. Instead of an
assault that would have annihilated the VC, the orders were in one case to halt
and in another to withdraw.

3. The 4th Troop commander is very aggressive and when allowed by the CP
will not hesitate to close with the enemy. W.hen ordered to withdraw and reeroup
after the M1I3 was destroyed, he informed the CP that he had to assault.

4. The confusion and time wasted while the mechanized rifle troop command-
er tried to get permission to assault allowed the VC to make a total of seven
57m hits on the halted Mll3s. Had the assault been immediately and aggressively
launched, the VC would have been unable to employ their weapons effectively.

5. The total destruction of the insurgent force could, and should have been
accomplished. Failure to maintain contact allowed the fleeing force to regroup
and rest overnight at a location less than 4000 meters from the site of the en-
gagment. Contact once gained must be retained.

6. The value of the M113 as an assault vehicle was proven here. One mech-
anized troop followed by 2 companies of Civil Guard succeeded in routing a dug
in, well armed VC force estimated at over 200 men.

D. (C) RESULTS

4 II - GO CONG
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ARVN PERSONNU VC PERSONNEL

KIA - 3i KIA - 83 (estimated)
WIA - 25

VC EQUIPMENT
ARYN EQUIPMENT

I 57am RR
I ML13 destroyed 3 BAR
1 Cal .50 MG damaged 7 Russian carbines
1 Cal .30 MG damaged 3 US carbines
2 BAR destroyed 2 US M-is
1 Carbine destroyed 6 MAS 36

1 US SMG
57rm rounds and shell casings
Hand grenades
Mines
Small arms magazines and amo
Tripod and firing cable of a

57m believed damaged by an
artillery round.

E. (C) ADDENDUM

On 10 September 1963, action was undertaken to recover the M113 destroyed
on the GO CONG operation. The same route was used as the one over which the
initial approach to contact was made. During the movement to the area a mine
detonated under the wrecker resulting in total loss of the vehicle.

This incident further emphasizes the insurgent practice of mining areas or
routes previously used by ARVN forces and points up the necessity for selection
of alternate and varying routes to a given area.

The probability of mine emplacement on the route was brought to the attention
of the ARVN unit commander before he started the recovery operation, and a recom-
mendation was made that an alternate route be selected.

I- GO CONG 5
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FIGURE3 2 (U)
VO feftole in obJective area.

FIGURE 3 (U)
VC f cchole. Note camou~flage.
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VC•5�n FGU •E 4 Cu)
VC 57mm Recoilless Rifle emplacoment°

FIGU•E 5 (U)

VC hit with cal .50 round,

II- GO CO?



FIGURES 6 (U)
On the objective. Noti.; M113 tracksa.

FIGURE 7 01)
Note position of Kf113 tracks anid VC bodies, Also note
inundated area over which MIJx3 assauLted.

IIGOCONG 9



nlGRE 8 (U)
Side view of Figure 7. Note VC still in his destroyed foxhole.

A: ~ -

FIGUR 9 (U)
These 2 V0 were in the same foxhole.
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FGomUR 10 (u)
Note mutilation of far VC body - caused by M113 tracks.

FIGUR 11 (U)
Another VC position overrun by M113 APCs.
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FIGURE 12 (U)
Weapons and equipment captured.

"AlU
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FIGURE 13 (C)
Effect of 57nm HEAT round.

12 11 GO CONG
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FIGURE 14 (C)
Inside effect of round in Figure 13. Note lack of spalling.

FIGURE 15 (C)
Effect of 57= round on front slope of 14.113.

II-GO COWG 13
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FIGURE 16 (C)
E~ffect of 57mi HEAT round.

FIGURE 17 (C)
This 57imm round was deflected and did not penetrate the M113-

14 II -GO OO m
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IOURg is (a)
Note effect of this rowid on track shr•ad, tria vane,
and headlight assembly.
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OPERATION.... GO DEN

OPERATION IN THE VICINITY OF GO DN (LC= AN PROVINCE)
16 September 1963

A. (C) NARRATIVE

At 0900, 16 September, the 4th Mechanized Rifle Troop, 4th Squadron was
ordered to move from its how. station at MY THO to the 47th Infantry Regiment
CP located at GO DEN, a distance of 40 kiloawters. The troop departed MY THO
at 0930 and arrived at GO DEN at 1030. There the troop ecomander was briefed
on the operation.. The 47th Infantry Regiment, an a planned operation, had
struck a large force of VC estimated to be two companies in size. The VC were
known to have a mortar, a cal .30 MG, sevemrl automatic rifles, and a large
number of small arms-- .

The mechanised troop was ordered to move to the battle area and reinforce
the 47th Regiment. The 47th Regiment. Ranger Company was attached to the troop
for the operation.,.

At 1100, the troop departed frow GO DEN.. At 1130 contact was made with the
47th Regiment. The troop commander was given a rapid briefing of the ground
situation by the 1st Battalion Coamnder. The troop came under fire at 1200
while still in columi on the road, at coordinates 718716, (see Figure 19). The
fire was both automatic and single romnds, maily frao mall arms. A general
firm fight ensued ell1dng the coemander to make an estimate of the situation.

At approcximately +1210 the troop began to receive fire fr= a 60mm mortar.
After 5 rounds had landed, the comander started to redeploy his troop. By
1230 the troop was in the initial positions shoam in Figure 20.

At 1330 an assault was launched with 4 M1l3s and elements of the Ranger
Company. The assault was most aggressive on the part of the Mll3s. They moved
directly into the woodline, firing their cal . 50 MWs as they moved. The in-
fantry, however, was reluctant to move. They did not take advantage of the
shook action of the assaulting carriers to advance, but rather held back until
the carriers were into the woodline before advancing.

16 In - GO DEN
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At 1400 the lot Battalion, 47th Infantry arrived and a company-size force

began to move into the position held by the M.113s. It was later found that the
infantry advanced only far enough to pick up the weaponi) and equipment of the
VC killed by the Mll3s and then remained static.

At 1445 the forces on the west side of the objective were located in the
positions shown in Figure 20. It. may. be noted from this sketch that the enemy
positions were flanked by 4 Mll3s and a large, fZorce..of. Infantry. They were in
an ideal position to move d own.the, line' of.: positiots and destroy the enemy
piecemeal. This, however, was not done.

When the troop commander was asked why another assault was not made, he re-
plied that he would have to wait, as the CP had ordered that the objective be
softened up with artillery and air strikes.

At 1705, an M113 was hit by 57r= recoilless rifle fire. The HF.AT round
penetrated the bow plate (see Figure 23) and damaged the differential housing,
However, this carrier was able to move back to a safe area under its own power.

At 1720, a second M4113 was hit by a 57ms round. This HEAT round penetrated
just below the right forward lifting eye (see Figure 24), damaging the radiator.
This M313 was also able to withdraw under its oun power,

At 1745, a third carrier was hit with two 57mm rounds. The first round
struck a box of cal .50 an-iition on the top deck, exploding it. The second
round struck the gun shield penetrating it and wounding the gunner (see Figure
25). This was the only casualty inflicted by the four 57= hits received.

All three of the carriers hit by 57mm fire had been sitting in an open
rice paddy, where they had been since approximately 1400. The distance from the
objective to the carriers that were hit varied from 300 to 500 meters.

By 1900, 11 sorties of air strikes had been flown. When the troop commander
was asked at this time about an assault, he said that he could not because he
had no order, and also another airstrike was on the way.

At 2000, while the 13th air strike was taking place, the troop was ordered
to break contact and move to an assembly area 800 meters to the east. The VC
were still in the objective area and were still firing at this time.

The southern position of the objective was never overrun. Although there
were three battalions of infantry available to completely cut off the position,
this was not done. Soon after the mechanized troop broke contact, one of the
attacking aircraft observed 100 VC fleeing to the south. An air strike was
made on them. The strike area wab illuminated Uy iarea 3tarLed wtth na&.am.

III - GO DEN 17
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Hit by 57 & ID*

•> it by 57*
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FIGURE 20M113 Movements - 00 DEN Operation
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B. C Q)4ENTS

1. This mechanized troop moved in an outstanding manner from its home station i
to the battle area. It reached the battle area two hours after leaving MY THO.
The battle area was 55kIO away and stops were made to pick up an attached company
and to get an order and a briefing.

2. The troop commander showed his aggressiveness early in the battle when
he launched the initial assault. This unit will fight aggressively when the CP £
allows it to.

3. The M113s that remained 300 to 500 meters from the wood line in the open I
field received nearly all the hits from enemy fire. There were four hits by a
572M RR on these 1113s, and one vehicle received a total of 62 small arms hits on
the front slope alone (Figure 26). Conversely, the M113s that closed rapidly and
aggressively received a total of only 3 small arms hits. It is interesting to
note that these M113s overran and captured a 57mm recoilless rifle. The crew was
unable to man the gun under the withering assault fire laid down by the attacking I
M113s. Also captured by these four Mll3s were 2 automatic rifles and several in-
dividual weapons. The fact that only three hits were received by these carriers
from small arms is evidence that the VC cannot fire effectively when faced with
the firepower and shock action of a moving armor unit.

4. When the mechanized troop broke contact with the VC, it gave them a chance
to escape. Had a flare plane been called in, a night attack could have been
launched to overrun the objective.

5. Although the air strikes and artillery caused soae casualties in this
operation, their value would be considered marginal if the valuable daylight hours
that they consumed are considered. If even the last four sorties of air had been
withheld, there would have been sufficient time for an assault.

C. (C) RESULTS

ARVN losses: 4th Troop, 4th Squadron: 1 KIA

3 M1I3s damaged

VC losses: 30 KIA by actions of the ground forces. An additional 100 were
reported killed by air strikes. Neither of these figures can be confirmed as the
VC still had control of the objective during the night and could have carried
most of the bodies away.

Captured: 1 57mn recoilless rifle
2 BARs

12 Individual weapons
1 SMG
Base plate and sight for 60mm mortar

III - GO DEN 20
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Tripod for another 57n RR
A du=W training round for the 57mm Ri
Several 57?m RR rounds
Several 60 mwtar rounds
A largo qwuntity of cal .30 aeemition
40 MAR sapinfes'
A medical chest containing syringes, ampules of drugs, and

other medicines.
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nGuRE 21 (u)
M113's assault north end of objective.

nZPuRE 22 u),

Infantry crouched along dikes. They reached the objectives
long after the M113s had closed.

Iii- GO DEN.
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FIGURE 25 (C)
HEAT round penetrated gun shield. One man wounded.
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FIGURE 26 (C)
62 Romuds from cal .30 M hit this •fl3 an the front slope.

*?be trm vais in the dow position here to show the hits
on the hull. There were no penetrations.

25 I1I - GODMM
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FIGURE 28 CU)
Weapons, amnnitio and equipment captured on this operation.
The mechanized troop commander has his hand on the 57nm re-
coil.ess rifle.

2? 111 GO DEN



CANAL CROSSING

CANAL CRCYSING TECHNIQUES

FIElD EXPEDIET FOR SWIFT CURRENTS

M3139 have often have difficulty in crossing wide canals or rivers that have
a fast rate of flow. This is particularly true in the Delta region of Vietnam
where the waters are tidal for a great distance inland, When the effect of a
falling tide is added to the natural seaward flow of a canal or river, the current
becames quite strong. An M113 APC entering such a stream from the near bank will
be swept far downstream before it is able to reach the far bank. In ome cases
the current is so strong that the M113 finds it & fficult to return to a suitable
landing site on the far bank.

For these types of crossings in the Delta, crossing sites must be chosen
carefully and, in most cases, some preparation must be made on the exit site, It
is therefore imperative that swimming vehicles reach the proper landing site,

A very simple and effective method of bringing a swimming M113 to the pro-
per landing site is used by one unit in the Delta area, A nylon rope is tied to
one of the front lifting eyes. The free end is then taken to the far bank either
by boat or by a swiner. A squad of men (or more) is also dispatched at this time
to the far banks. As the 1113 enters the water, the line is kept taut by the
squad of men. If the current is not too swift, the men can position themselves
just upstream from the crossing site. For swifter currento they can position
themselves farther upstream so as to effect more lateral pull, if need be; an-
other rope can be fastened to the rear lifting eye to keep the M113 from broach-
ing. However, normally the one rope plus the propulsion of the M113 are all that
is required.

The nylon rope used in this operation is the rope used with the capstan kit.
This rope has the advantages of being strong light in weight, and bouyant. It
also does not become water-logged after long periods of use,

a
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FIGURE 32 (U)
This 11113 was carried downstream because there was not enough tension on the
rope. It broached because the rope was tied to the wrong side. Note swift cur-
rentj tide warn falling here.

Using the proper technique, this M113 reached the landing
site quickly.

IV - CANAL CROSSING 31
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AA-FRAME

.1

The following photographs show the first field test of
the redesigned A-Prmam "Push Bar" discussed in inclomare
5 of the preceding report. Results of additional tests
and refinements will be included in future reports.

I

a
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FIGURE 35 (U)

The pushing vehicle moves up to have the push bar mounted.
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FIGURE 36 (U)
The adaptor is mounted on the M113 tow eyes.

FIGURE 37 (U)
The "push foot" is mounted an the connecting ti.mber.

34 V - PUSH BAR



FIGURE 38 (U)
The "Push foot" has serrated track pads mounted for cushioning
and non-slip qu~alities.

FIGURE 39 (U)
The pushing vehicle enters the can~al using a rope to sup-
port the push bar.

V PUSH BAR 35
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FICUR 40 (11)
Three AIMN soldiers position~ the "push foot" on-the Impeded
vehicle.

U FICURE~ 41 (U)
The pushing operation starts. Both vehicles use 1-2 drive

36 V -PUý BAR



FIGtM3 42 (U)
The impeded vehicle starts its exit.

*GR 4_ (U). .

The successful exit is completed. The lead vehicle will

now be used to tow others across the obstacle.
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ANNEX A (U)

ARK-CO OPERATIONS

TERRAfIN INI VIETNAM

The characteristics of terrain in Vietnam vary widely from place to
place and from season to season. These variations directly affect the
Smission and employment of armor in Vietnam. Armor can traverse some areas
only in the dry season but other areas in both the wet and dry seasons.
The only sure way of determining the capability of employing armor on cer-
tain terrain in a given season is experience. Armor units shou3d maintain
traffioability maps based on actual experience as one unit in the Delta area
is doing with considerable success.

Vietnam can be divided into five different areas of terrain classification:
The Delta area the Plain of Reeds, the coastal plain, the foothills, and
the mountains Csee Figure A-1). These will be discussed in turn.

1. Delta Area

The soil in this area is generally alluvial and a large part of
the land is devoted to the production of rice (see Figures A-1 through A-4).
The rice paddies are formed by dikes and are irrigated by a vast network of
natural and man-made canals and ditches. During the wet season the paddies
are flooded and the ground is covered with a thick layer of sticky mud.
This mad slows the advance of armor and increases fuel consumption. Cne
advantage, however, is the softening of the dikes, which allows vehicles to
drive over and break through them at a rate of speed that would cause damage
to the vehicles and injury to the men in them if the dikes were hard, as
they are in the dry season. In the dry season the paddies afford good cross-
country mobility which is limited only by the canals and irrigation ditches.
Dikes present no major problem unless they are adjacent to canals. They do,
however, slow the progress of the vehicles, as care must be exercised in
crossing them to avoid damage to vehicles (especially torsion bars) and in-
jury to the crews and passengers.
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2. Plain of Reeds

This is a large undeveloped area east of the Mekong River and, for
the purpose of operations, is bounded on the north by the Cambodian Border.
During dry season the Plain has excellent terrain for armor, including light
tanks (see Figures A-13 through A-15ý. There are canals and streams, but
not nearly in the abundance found in the Delta area to the south. During wet
season the plain is largly inundated, making progress much slower and elimin-
ating the use of light tanks.

3. Coastal Plain

Except for a narrow strip along the coastline, the same general com-
ments that apply to the Delta apply here.

4. Foothills

The foothills usually offer good trafficability during both wet and
dry seasons. Here aMin, experience is the best method of determining traffic-
ability (see Figure A-21).

5. Mountains

Most of the mountainous areas have dense vegetation and in some cases
jungle (see Figures A-23 through A-26). In many of these areas, armor vehicles
are road bound and are used only for road security missions.

Although the terrain in Vietnam is not the most ideal, armor can be suc-
cessfully employed here provided that a good working knowledge of recovery
techniques is maintained. Many new recovery techniques have been developed
in Vietnam and have been reported by tht. Army Concept Team. By using these
techniques - and ingenuity - armor in Vietnam can maintain one of its es-
sential capabilities - MOILITY.
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FIGURE A-2 (U)
Aerial view of the Mekong River Delta area. Light areas
are inundated rice paddies.

FIGURE~ A-3 (U)
Aerial view showing several branches of the Mekong River.
Light areas in the foreground are canals arid inundated areas.
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FIGURE A-4 (U)
Ground view of inundated rice paddies (Delta area).

FIGURE A-3 (W)
Drained rice paddy, Delta area. hiote dikes.
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FIGUR~E A-6 (u)
Medium-width canal, Delta area.

FIGURE A-7? (U)
Aerial view of rice paddies, Delta area, dry season.
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FIGURE A-8 (U)

Irrigation ditch typical of those encountered in the Dt1ta
area. Width is about 4 meters.

-I-

FIGURE A-9 (U)
Areas such as this one are found throughout the Delta,
even in dry season.
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FIUR A-1 (U

FIGUJRE A-10 (U)
Delta area., dry season.
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FIGURE A-12 (U)
Delta area# dry paddy.

FIGURE A-3,3 (U)
Open terrain, P3lain of Reeds, dry season.
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Brush P~, lain of Reeds, dry seasm~. This is
inundated ini wet sea uan.

FIGURE A-15 (U)
Fields and brush, Plain of Reeds, dry season. This is
inundated in wet season.
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FIGURE A-17 (U)

Tall rassPain~ of Reeds. Ti rs s8 al
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FIGMEI A-19 (U)

Here the coastal plain meets the mountains.
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FIGURS A-24 (U)
Mountain arsa.. Note lush vegetation and narrwo trails.

FIGUJR A-25 (U)
Moun~tain area. Note dense jungle.
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FIGURE A-26 (U)
Mtountain~ stream.

FIGURE A-27 (U)
Motntaln area.
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